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Abstract
Ultrathin B-C-N layers grown on Ti substrates are investigated as efficient anodes for 
electrochemical water splitting. A fast and direct synthetic route has been used, based 
on plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition with Methylamine Borane as a single-
source molecular precursor. The effect of growth time on the morphological and structural 
properties and on the chemical composition of the layers has been investigated by 
scanning electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
and transmission electron microscopy coupled with electron energy loss spectroscopy. Flat 
B-C-N layers on top of an amorphous titanium oxide layer present at the Ti surface have 
been obtained by using short growth times, while longer growth times give rise to core/
shell structures formed by vertical wall B-C-N layers and titanium carbonitride phases. The 
obtained layers present enhanced electrocatalytic activity for the oxygen evolution 
reaction in alkaline aqueous solutions. Moreover, owing to their ultrathin nature, the 
B-C-N layers preserve the photocurrents of the underlying titanium oxide layer, acting 
as transparent electrodes with 
2
high conductivity for the photogenerated charge carriers and improved electrocatalytic 
activity for the oxidation of water to oxygen gas. 
1. Introduction
The implementation of renewable energy resources is one of the main issues in the global 
agenda, due to environmental, economic and geostrategic concerns. The achievement of this 
goal is closely related to the development of energy storage technologies at large scale, such 
as power to gas technologies. In this way, electric energy surpluses coming from wind farms 
or solar-electric generation parks can be stored in the form of a synthetic fuel. The simplest 
way of doing so is by splitting water molecules by electrolysis to generate hydrogen (the 
energy carrier) and oxygen. Other approaches are based on the direct use of solar light to 
dissociate water molecules by photolysis or the synergetic use of electricity and sun light by 
photo-electrolysis. 
The overall water splitting reaction consists in two partial-reactions taking place at the 
cathode and the anode of the (photo-) electrolytic cell: hydrogen and oxygen evolution 
reactions (HER and OER, respectively). OER is much more complicated as compared to the 
HER, since it involves the transfer of four electrons along with the cleavage of O-H bonds 
and the generation of dioxygen double bonds, and it is usually the rate-determining step of 
the overall water splitting reaction [1-3]. Actually in many cases sacrificial electron donors 
(hole scavengers) are added to the electrolytes when investigating the photolytic or photo-
electrolytic HER [4], due to the sluggish nature of the OER. However, this approach does 
not produce the dissociation of water molecules into H2 and O2. Instead of that, it generates 
H2 and the oxidation of the sacrificial agent, which is consumed during the reaction and thus 
can limit the overall reaction due to its depletion. Therefore, in order to achieve the water 
dissociation reaction, a (photo-) anode material able to sustain the OER is needed.      
The development of novel electro- and photo-catalysts based on metal-free, cheap and 
abundant elements is a big challenge. At recent times, ternary borocarbonitride compounds 
(BCNs hereafter) have emerged as active electrocatalysts for the HER [5-8], as well as for 
the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) [7-9]. Moreover, BCNs have shown interesting 
photocatalytic properties for hydrogen generation [10,11]. However, there are few works 
focusing on the OER properties of BCNs. As far as we know, there is only one previous 
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paper dealing with the synergetic use of Co3O4-BCN hybrid catalysts for the OER [12]. 
Herewith, we investigate a fast and direct synthetic route to grow B-C-N layers with 
enhanced electrocatalytic activity for the OER in alkaline aqueous solutions. The growth 
method is based on plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PE-CVD hereafter) using 
Methylamine Borane as a single-source precursor. This synthetic route has recently been 
proved to be efficient to grow BCNs on Cu substrates, achieving ultrathin layers formed by 
C-rich and h-BN-rich nanodomain patchworks that present high doping levels of B and N,
and of C, respectively [13]. However, the electrochemical response of Cu substrates in
alkaline solutions is quite complex, thus obscuring the analysis of the electrochemical
behaviour of the BCNs, due to the unavoidable presence of pinholes in the obtained layers.
Therefore, we chose Ti as an adequate substrate to grow B-C-N layers, since the
electrochemical response of Ti for the OER in alkaline aqueous solutions is very weak.
Moreover, Ti has a low work function value (~4.33 eV for polycrystalline samples) with
respect to Cu (~4.94 eV for the (111) surface dominant in polycrystalline samples) [14],
which facilitates the electronic transfer with the layers, thus diminishing the contact potential
that could affect electrochemical measurements.
The obtained B-C-N layers grown on Ti have been first characterised with scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), Raman spectroscopy, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) coupled with electron energy loss spectroscopy 
(EELS). Next, electro-catalytic properties of the obtained layers for the OER have been 
investigated in alkaline aqueous solutions. Interestingly, it has been observed that the topmost 
surface of the Ti substrate presents an amorphous TiOx layer, where the B-C-N layers are 
grown. This oxide layer shows photocatalytic activity for water splitting, which is preserved 
by the B-C-N layers grown on top. The spectral photo-electrochemical response of these 
layers has been analysed to determine the bandgap energy of the samples. Finally, 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements allowed us to obtain the flat band 
potential and establish the position of the band energy levels of the samples relative to 
oxidation and reduction potentials of water.
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2. Experimental Methods
The growth of B-C-N layers on Ti substrates has been investigated by using two different 
synthetic methods: conventional and plasma-enhanced (or microwave-assisted) chemical 
vapour deposition (CVD and PE-CVD, respectively). We have followed the same growth 
methods previously used to grow B-C-N layers on Cu foil substrates. Ti (Goodfellow, 99.5%, 
1 mm of thickness) substrates were cleaned in a mixture of 4% wt. HF + 30% wt. HNO3 for 
30 seconds, rinsed in deionized water and dried in air prior to the growth processes. A single-
source molecular precursor containing B, C and N atoms, namely methylamine borane 
(BH3NH2CH3, MeAB hereafter), has been used, as in our previous works. Further details of 
the synthetic routes followed in CVD [15] and PE-CVD can be found elsewhere [13].
The morphology of the obtained layers has been analyzed by Scanning Electron Microscopy 
(SEM) in a Hitachi S3000 instrument. In addition, these have been characterized by Raman 
spectroscopy in a WITec ALPHA 300AR instrument using a confocal microscope with 
different lenses (20x and 100x). A laser with excitation wavelength of 532.3 nm and a power 
of 2 mW has been used. 
The samples surface composition has been characterized by X-ray Photoelectron 
Spectroscopy (XPS) measurements, taken out in an Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) chamber, 
with a base pressure in the low 10-10 mbar range. Photoelectrons, excited by a MgK photon 
source (h = 1253.6 eV), were measured with a hemispherical electron analyser (VG 
Microtech Clam-2) in constant pass energy (PE) mode set at 100 eV (energy resolution of 1 
eV), further details are available in [13,15-17]. The binding energy (BE) was calibrated by 
acquiring after each measurement the Au 4f7/2 core-level set at 84.0 eV BE. The PE-CVD- 
samples grown on Ti were air-transferred and mounted in the XPS ultra-high-vacuum system. 
The samples have been measured in the as received state as well as after annealing at 500 °C 
in UHV. 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images of the samples have been recorded in a 
JEM ARM 200F apparatus. In order to prevent decomposition of TiCxNy phases present in 
the samples, electron beam energy was fixed at 80 kV. Moreover, Electron Energy Loss 
Spectroscopy (EELS) and Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) analyses 
have been performed in the same apparatus. Samples have been transferred by scrapping the 
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layers (grown on the Ti substrates) with a scalpel onto the Cu grids of the TEM. The 
microscopic flakes transferred onto the TEM grids were analysed by optical microscopy 
coupled with confocal Raman spectroscopy prior to TEM measurements.
Electrochemical measurements were done in a three-electrode cell with 0.1 M KOH and 1 M 
KOH aqueous solutions as electrolytes. B-C-N layers grown on Ti substrates were used as 
working electrodes (WE), a platinum sheet with a geometric surface area of 9.0 cm2 was the 
counter electrode (CE) and the reference electrode (RE) was a Ag/AgCl electrode filled with 
1M KNO3 solution (XR440 from Radiometer Analytical), having an electrode potential 
E0Ag/AgCl = 484 mV versus the Normal Hydrogen Electrode (NHE). Electrode potentials have 
been also converted to the Reversible Hydrogen Electrode (RHE) scale, due to the fact that 
the equilibrium potential for the OER has a fixed value (1.23 V) in this scale. The following 
equations have been used:
(1a)𝐸𝑁𝐻𝐸 = 𝐸𝐴𝑔/𝐴𝑔𝐶𝑙 + 𝐸0𝐴𝑔/𝐴𝑔𝐶𝑙
    (1b)𝐸𝑅𝐻𝐸 = 𝐸𝐴𝑔/𝐴𝑔𝐶𝑙 + 𝐸0𝐴𝑔/𝐴𝑔𝐶𝑙 +0.059 ∙ 𝑝𝐻
Where EAg/AgCl is the experimentally determined electrode potential (vs. the RE used here), 
ENHE is the electrode potential in the NHE scale, ERHE is the electrode potential in the RHE 
scale and pH is the pH of the solution (pH=13.0 and 13.7 for 0.1M and 1M KOH solutions, 
respectively).  
Due to the design of the WE holder, the geometric electrode area in contact with the 
electrolyte and under illumination was of 1.13 cm2. Current density at fixed electrode 
potential, linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curves (at dark and under illumination), cyclic 
voltammetry runs (CV) and impedance through the WE/electrolyte junction as a function of 
the bias potential were measured with a potentiostat-galvanostat PGSTAT302N (Autolab) 
provided with an integrated impedance module FRAII. AC modulated cyclic voltage scans 
of 10 mV amplitude in the 100 to 1000 Hz frequency range at different electrode potentials 
ranging from −2.0 V to 1.0 V (vs. NHE) were used.
A Xe lamp (Jobin Yvon) of 75 W was used as visible-UV light source. A quadrupole mass 
spectrometer (QMS, Mod. Prisma, Balzers) coupled to the photo-electrochemical cell was 
used to analyse the qualitative composition of the gases evolved from the cell. During 
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electrochemical measurements, Argon was bubbled through the electrolyte at a constant flow 
of 28.8 sccm. Further details of the experimental system are reported in [18-20] and in the SI 
(Figure S7).
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Morphological and structural characterization of the B-C-N layers
We first investigated B-C-N on Ti grown by conventional CVD, by following the same 
method previously used to grow B-C-N layers on Cu foil substrates [15]. The typical surface 
morphology obtained (SEM image in Figure 1a) shows polyhedral-shaped crystals. Raman 
spectroscopy shows three bands at 250, 441 and 611 cm-1 (Figure 1d), characteristic of rutile-
TiO2 [19]. The formation of TiO2 is due to the strong affinity of Titanium for Oxygen, as Ti 
is usually employed as a getter for O2. Several attempts were done by varying the CVD 
reactor conditions and temperature of the Ti substrate (from 1000 ºC down to 800 ºC), but 
rutile-TiO2 was the only phase observed on the surface in all cases. Furthermore, the typical 
Raman bands associated to B-C-N are negligible. Thus, the CVD growth of B-C-N layers is 
quenched by surface oxidation of Ti.
On the contrary, the use of PE-CVD allows a fast and continuous growth of B-C-N layers on 
Ti, as unveiled by the appearance of the typical D and G Raman bands characteristic of sp2-
hybridized C [22-24] and B-C-N layers [13,15,17,25] at 1350 and 1590 cm-1 (Figure 1e), 
respectively. By using Ti disks substrates, fusion was not observed, owing to the high fusion 
temperature of Ti, as well as to the high thickness (1 mm) of the Ti substrates, as compared 
to the Cu substrates previously used (25 m) [13]. However, growth time has a clear effect 
both in the morphology (Figure 1b,c) and in the composition of the obtained layers. Samples 
obtained using low growth times (5 s), referred as Ti-BCN hereafter, show the same 
morphology of the pristine Ti surface (Figure 1b), suggesting the formation of very thin B-
C-N flat layers, as it occurs when using Cu substrates for PE-CVD growth [13]. On the other 
hand, samples obtained using longer growth times (10 s), named TiCN-BCN hereafter, 
present a rougher surface morphology (Figure 1c and Figure S1 in the SI).  This morphology 
suggests the growth of vertical wall structures, which are typically observed in graphene 
samples grown by PE-CVD. According to previous works, flat layers are initially formed 
during PE-CVD growth, whereas vertical wall flakes appear when using longer growth times 
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[26,27], in agreement with the morphologies obtained in the present B-C-N samples obtained 
with different growth times. 
Figure 1. Scanning electron micrographs of: (a) sample obtained by CVD growth; (b) sample 
obtained by PE-CVD growth during 5 s (named Ti-BCN); (c) sample obtained by PECVD 
growth during 10 s (named TiCN-BCN). Scale bar is 10 m in all cases. (d-f) Corresponding 
Raman spectra of the three samples.
The D and G Raman bands, characteristic of sp2-hybridized B-C-N layers are present for both 
PE-CVD grown samples, independent on growth time, hence on surface morphology. Their 
relative intensity ratio is a hint of a high defect density [28], and their width suggests a poorly 
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composition. For the short-time sample (Ti-BCN), an additional broad band around 290 cm-1, 
with two broad shoulders at 195 and 515 cm-1 is also present in the Raman spectrum (see 
Figure 1e). These Raman signatures are ascribed to the presence of an amorphous TiOx layer 
[29-33], which seems to be formed due to residual oxygen species present in the ampoules 
used for PE-CVD growth. Indeed, the Raman spectrum of a similar sample obtained by PE-
CVD without using MeAB precursor (creating a plasma with the residual vacuum contained 
in the ampoule) presents similar Raman bands, as it can be seen in the SI (Figure S2). Further 
confirmation of the presence of TiOx species at the surface of Ti-BCN samples have been 
obtained based on XPS measurements, as it will be shown later.
The Raman spectrum of a typical sample obtained by using a growth time of 10 s (TiCN-
BCN), besides the broad D and G bands of the B-C-N layers, presents four additional peaks 
at about 285, 355, 600 and 660 cm-1 (see Figure 1f). These peaks suggest formation of 
titanium carbonitride phases (TiCxNy) [34,35], due to the longer PE-CVD growth time and 
the subsequent higher temperatures achieved. 
These results point out the enhanced versatility of the PE-CVD method as compared to 
conventional CVD process to efficiently grow B-C-N layers on Ti substrates. Whereas CVD 
is not suitable to grow B-C-N layers on Ti, PE-CVD allows the formation of different 
structures on Ti depending on the growth conditions. In conventional CVD growth, the 
molecular species giving rise to the formation of the B-C-N layers are the products of the 
thermolytic decomposition of the molecular precursor [15] (in this work MeAB). Since these 
molecular species have a lower reactivity with the Ti substrate than the residual Oxygen 
species present in the reactor, a rutile-TiO2 phase is formed. On the contrary, the PE-CVD 
route produces the formation of free radicals and ion species, which are much more reactive 
with the Ti substrates than the neutral molecules formed by MeAB thermolysis. This implies 
a much faster growth mechanism, giving rise to the successful synthesis of B-C-N layers on 
top of the Ti substrates. This result is similar to that observed for the growth of graphene on 
catalytically inert substrates. In fact, PE-CVD methods are suitable to grow graphene on such 
a type of substrates, for instance on h-BN [36] or glass [37], where conventional CVD 
methods are usually unsuccessful or require very long growth times [38]. 
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3.2. Surface chemical composition and element distribution
Once investigated the differences in morphology and vibrational bands for the B-C-N layers 
grown on Ti with the two different growth times, we carry out a further characterization by 
XPS, to enlighten the surface stoichiometry and element chemical bonding state. The B, C, 
N 1s and the Ti 2p core-levels for both the Ti-BCN and TiCN-BCN samples, along with the 
results of a fitting analysis of the different components, are shown in Figure 2. Samples have 
been annealed to 500 ºC after insertion in UHV, to get rid of ambient surface contamination 
(survey spectra and data of the pristine samples before vacuum annealing are reported in the 
SI, Figure S3 and Figure S4).
At a first sight (Figure 2), in both samples all spectral features appear with a large width and 
composed by more than one peak, suggesting the presence of different components, 
associated to the mutual bonding among the elements. Thus, a fitting analysis has been 
performed by using pseudo-Voigt line-shapes (Gaussian and Lorentz combination, 
representing the experimental uncertainty and the intrinsic excitation line-shape for each core 
level, respectively), after subtraction of a Shirley background, whose fitting parameters are 
reported in Tables S1 and S2 in the SI (Ti 2p spin-orbit splitting and intensity ratio are kept 
fixed). The single and sum fitting curves are plotted along with the experimental data and 
reported in Figure 2. 
The B 1s core level in Ti-BCN (TiCN-BCN) presents two components, due to B-C and B-N 
bonds at 190.0 eV (190.1 eV) and 190.9 eV (191.0 eV) binding energy (BE), respectively 
[13,15,25,39,40], and a broader peak at 192.8 eV (192.3 eV) associated to multi-component 
coordination of B with oxygen [13,15,17,41], more intense for the Ti-BCN sample than for 
the TiCN-BCN one (in accord with the more intense O contamination of Ti-BCN in the 
survey spectra shown in Fig. S3 of the SI). In the C 1s core-level, four main components 
emerge, due to the C-C bonding at 284.8 eV typical signature of sp2-bonded carbon, the C-
N bonding at 285.5 eV (285.4 eV), and the C-B one at 283.8 eV (283.6 eV) [13,15,25,39,40]; 
a latter broader feature at higher BE takes into account the C-to-oxygen contamination. There 
is a lower BE peak (282.1 eV) in the TiCN-BCN sample, signature of Ti-C bonding [42], 
which is absent in the Ti-BCN sample. The N 1s core-level is characterized by the more 
intense lower BE component due to N-B bonds, at 398.2 eV (398.5 eV), signature of the 
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hexagonal planar B-N bonding for both samples, and the N-C bonding at 399.0 eV (398.9 
eV) [13,15,25,39,40]. In the TiCN-BCN sample a further peak at 397.1 eV BE indicates the 
presence of Ti-N bonding [42].
Figure 2. XPS core-level data of the Ti-BCN (left panels) and of the TiCN-BCN samples 
(right panels), both after 500 ºC annealing. From the top to the bottom: B 1s, C 1s, N 1s, Ti 
2p core levels; experimental data (dots), Shirley background (dashed lines) fitting curve (grey 
continuous line) and single fitting components (coloured lines), as described in the legends 
of the figures.
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Thus, the B, C and N 1s core-levels present the typical features associated to mutual 
chemically interacting sp2-bonded elements. This is a clear signature of formation of ternary 
B-C-N planar layers in both samples, constituted by heavily C-doped h-BN and heavily B
and N doped graphene, whose intensity ratio estimated taking into account the photo-
excitation cross-section [43] results as B:C:N = 0.3:1.0:0.4 for Ti-BCN and 0.6:1.0:0.9 for
TiCN-BCN.
On the other hand, the Ti 2p core-levels whose signal comes from the substrate, present a 
different surface chemical status for the two samples. There are several Ti components for 
the Ti-BCN sample coming from the substrate, from metallic Ti (2p3/2 at 454.0 eV BE), to 
Ti (II), Ti(III) and Ti(IV) components characteristic of TiO, Ti2O3, TiO2 [44] present at the 
Ti surface for the Ti-BCN sample. At the TiCN-BCN sample, Ti peaks are observed 
associated to Ti-N and Ti-C bonds [42], and to Ti2O3 and TiO2 oxides [44]. Hence, several 
coordinated TiOx thin surface oxides are formed by short-time PE-CVD exposition, while 
surface TiCxNy is also produced for longer exposure times.
Additional evidences of the formation of TiCxNy phases are obtained by XRD (see Figure S5 
in the SI) and TEM (Figure 3).  The TEM image of the TiCN-BCN sample in Figure 3a 
shows a poorly-crystalline / amorphous structure. At higher spatial resolution, two distinct 
regions can be appreciated (Figure 3b): the outer region (marked as 1 in the image) with a 
thickness of about 7 nm and an amorphous structure, presents an EELS spectrum (Figure 3d) 
indicating the formation of B, C and N atoms arranged in a sp2-hybridization (evidenced by 
the observation of * and * transitions), with small traces of O; the inner region (marked as 
2 in Figure 3b) contains Ti in addition to B, C and N (EELS in Figure 3e).
A spatial mapping of the four elements recorded by EELS (in the yellow region marked in 
Figure 3c) is reported in Figure 3g, evidencing a core/shell structure. On the other hand, well-
resolved EELS spectra of B, C, N and Ti in the inner region (region 2 in Figure 3b) are shown 
in Figure 3f. Peak energy maxima of B, C, N and Ti EELS features in both regions (regions 
1 and 2 in Figure 3b) are listed in Table S3 (see the SI). EELS peak positions of B, C and N 
K-edge absorption in the outer layer (region 1 in Figure 3b) are in good agreement with those
previously reported for h-BN, graphitic carbon and sp2-hybridized B-C-N layers (see Table
S3 in the SI and references therein). This indicates that the outer shell is formed by a
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graphitic-like layer of B-C-N. Whereas B peak remains unchanged, shifts in peak positions 
of C and N K-edges are observed when comparing EEL spectra acquired in the outer shell 
and in the inner core. This indicates that an additional phase is present in that inner region, 
below the B-C-N outer shell. The position of Ti L2,3 peak (see Table S3 in the SI) confirms 
that this phase consists in Ti carbonitride. Therefore, TEM results reveal the formation of a 
core/shell structure composed by an inner TiCxNy core surrounded by an outer B-C-N layer, 
in good accordance with Raman, XPS and XRD results.
Figure 3. (a) TEM image of TiCN-BCN sample; (b) HRTEM bright-field image showing 
two clearly distinct regions (marked as 1 and 2); (c) Image of the same zone obtained in 
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STEM mode; (d) EELS data acquired in region 1, showing K-edge absorption signals of B, 
C and N as well as a weak O signal; (e) EELS data acquired in region 2, showing K-edge 
absorption signals of B, C and N as well as L2,3 absorption peak of Ti; (f) well-resolved B, 
C, N and Ti EELS peaks in region 2; (g) mapping of B (red), C (green), N (blue) and Ti 
(violet) obtained in STEM mode in the region marked by a yellow rectangle in Figure 3c.
3.3. Electrocatalytic activity for the OER
Electrocatalytic activities of the samples for the OER have been investigated by recording 
Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) curves. Figure 4a shows the comparison of electrolytic 
current densities (calculated by using the geometric surface area of the electrodes) as a 
function of the applied electrode potential for different samples. LSV curve of a Pt disk is 
also shown for comparison purposes. The bare Ti disk substrate presents weak electrolytic 
currents even at high potential values, showing poor electrocatalytic activity for the OER. 
The growth of a B-C-N layer on top of the Ti substrate (Ti-BCN sample) produces an 
enormous increase (about 60-fold at E=1.8 V vs. RHE) in the electrolytic current. This 
increase is even higher for the TiCN-BCN sample (about 170-fold increase at E=1.8 V vs. 
RHE as compared to the bare Ti substrate).  The higher electrolytic currents observed in 
TiCN-BCN samples as compared to Ti-BCN ones may be ascribed to differences in sample 
morphology rather than in surface composition. In fact, according to the above 
characterizations, the surface topmost layers (which are responsible of the electrocatalytic 
activity) are similar in both sets of samples, formed by a heterogeneous B-C-N layer in both 
cases. Moreover, the LSV curve of TiCN-BCN is approximately 3 times higher than that of 
Ti-BCN one over the entire electrode potential range, suggesting that the former sample has 
a real surface area 3 times larger than the later one. This is also in qualitative agreement with 
the surface morphologies observed by SEM (Figures 1b,c and Figure S1 in the SI). It must 
be noticed that Pt presents better electrocatalytic activity as compared to Ti-BCN and TiCN-
BCN samples, but the overpotential for the onset of the OER of Ti-BCN and TiCN-BCN 
samples are similar to that of Pt (of about 0.4 V). These overpotential values are comparable 
to those usually observed in other electrode materials used for the OER [45,46]. 
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Figure 4. Linear sweep voltammetry curves of Ti-BCN, TiCN-BCN, Ti substrate and Pt 
recorded at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1 in 1M KOH electrolyte in (a) dark conditions and (b) 
under intermittent illumination conditions; (c) evolution of the electrolytic current recorded 
at 2 V (vs. RHE) with cycle number obtained during consecutive CV runs taken in the 1-2 V 
(vs. RHE) range at 5 mV/s; (d) time evolution of the mass spectrometric ionic currents related 
to O2 (i32) and H2 (i2) species, recorded during water electrolysis using a Ti-BCN anode in 
1M KOH aqueous solution. The arrows indicate the start and stop of the electrolysis at a 
fixed electrode current of 2 mA. (e) Mott-Schottky plot of the space charge layer capacitance 
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positions of the valence and conduction bands (VB and CB, respectively) and the Fermi level 
(EF) of Ti-BCN electrodes relative to water oxidation/reduction potentials. The violet point 
indicates the position of CB calculated using equation (4).
Cycling stability of Ti-BCN electrodes has been investigated by CV measurements recorded 
in the 1-2 V (vs. RHE) range at 5 mV/s. In Figure 4c the evolution of the electrolytic current 
at 2 V (vs. RHE) obtained during consecutive CV runs is plotted as a function of cycle 
number, normalized to the current recorded during the first cycle (I0). Relative variations in 
the electrolytic current recorded in CV curves lye within ±6% over 70 cycles, thus 
demonstrating a good electrode stability. It is worth to mention that the charge passed through 
the electrode during each CV run (which can be obtained by time integration of the 
electrolytic current, being about 30 mC) is higher than the charge necessary to oxidize the 
electrode itself (which can be estimated assuming a BxCyNz layer with a thickness of 4 nm 
and an electrode area in contact with the electrolyte of 1.13 cm2). Therefore, the good 
electrode stability observed in Figure 4c indicates that the oxidation of the atoms forming the 
electrode itself is negligible and the electrolytic current is due to water oxidation with a high 
Faradaic efficiency.
The amounts of H2 and O2 evolved during electrolysis in 1M KOH electrolyte using a Ti-
BCN electrode have been determined by mass spectrometric analyses of the evolved gases. 
Further details on the experimental setup for gas analysis and of the calibration measurements 
done for quantitative analysis can be found in Figures S8-S10 in the SI. The time evolution 
of i2 and i32 mass spectrometric ionic currents (which are proportional to the H2 and O2 flows, 
respectively) recorded at a fixed electrolytic current of 2 mA is shown in Figure 4d. Due to 
the high volume of the photo-electrolytic cell (of about 350 ml), there is a dwell time between 
the start of the electrolysis and the detection of gases at the QMS, related to the transport of 
gases from the electrodes to the QMS. Whereas small H2 bubbles evolved continuously from 
the Pt cathode, the flatness of the Ti-BCN anode gave rise to the formation of large oxygen 
bubbles. These bubbles gradually increased in size until evolving (see Figure S11 in the SI), 
thus giving rise to two peaks in the i32 signal, instead of a continuous increase in the i32 signal. 
It must be noticed that the electrolytic current was switched of just after the release of the 
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second O2 bubble evolved at the electrode, thus ensuring that most of the generated O2 was 
detected. The H2 and O2 amounts determined by integration of i2 and i32 ionic currents (after 
background subtraction) and taking into account their respective detection sensitivities are 
equal to 1.310-5 mol and 6.5(7)10-6 mol, respectively. These values must be compared to 
those calculated by the total charge passed through the electrodes, namely 1.30510-5 mol and 
6.5310-6 mol. The obtained results indicate that the Faradaic efficiencies of the HER and 
OER reactions occurring at the Pt and Ti-BCN electrodes, respectively, are close to 100%, 
within a 10% of  experimental uncertainty. This result confirms that the oxidation of the Ti-
BCN electrode is negligible, as deduced from the good electrode stability observed in cycling 
experiments (Figure 4c).
All these results point out the good electrocatalytic activities of the present samples for the 
OER. These electrocatalytic properties may be related to the heteroatom bonding scheme in 
the B-C-N layers. Although there are numerous studies on the electrocatalytic activity of 
graphene in different processes, it has been recently reported that pure and high-quality 
graphene layers are poor electrocatalysts and surface catalytically active sites are due to 
impurities [47] or defects [48]. Therefore, the high heteroatom doping by B and N of C-rich 
nanodomains obtained by PE-CVD growth in the present layers may be responsible of the 
improved electrocatalytic activity for the OER.   
In addition to the interesting electrocatalytic properties of the present B-C-N layers, their 
ultrathin nature provides additional functionalities that can be exploited in photo-
electrochemical water splitting applications. The photo-electrochemical response of the 
samples has been investigated by LSV under intermittent illumination (using a chopper 
between the light source and the electrode), as it can be seen in Figure 4b. The 
electrochemical current increases during illumination periods both for Ti disks and for Ti-
BCN samples, whereas it remains essentially constant for TiCN-BCN. The absence of 
photoelectrochemical response in the TiCN-BCN samples seems to be due to the fact that the 
TiCxNy inner layer present in these samples has a metallic character and thus possesses a very 
low transmittance for the incident light and does not have an optical bandgap. On the other 
hand, the magnitude of the photocurrent (i.e., the difference between electrochemical currents 
recorded under illumination and dark conditions) is similar in bare Ti substrates and in Ti-
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BCN samples. The photocatalytic activity is therefore ascribed to the presence of a TiOx layer 
on the surface of the samples, as observed by Raman and XPS analyses in the Ti-BCN 
sample, as well as by Raman analyses of bare Ti substrates recorded after photo-
electrochemical tests (see Figure S6 in the SI). This in turn indicates that the B-C-N layers 
grown on the TiOx surface are essentially transparent to light. Indeed, similar B-C-N layers 
grown on Cu substrates and subsequently transferred to transparent quartz substrates 
presented weak UV-vis absorption, having optical densities below 0.02 (or transmittances 
higher than 98%) in the 190-860 nm range [13]. Thus, the incident light goes through the B-
C-N layers and creates electron/hole pairs in the TiOx inner core. Holes cross the surface B-
C-N layers and act as electron acceptors at the electrode/electrolyte interface. As a 
consequence, the ultrathin B-C-N layers grown on top of the TiOx layer act as transparent 
electrodes with high conductivity for the photogenerated charge carriers and improved 
electrocatalytic activity for the oxidation of water to oxygen gas. 
The photocurrents recorded at fixed electrode potential are quite stable, as shown in Figure 
S12 in the SI. It can be seen that the electrochemical current increases when the WE is 
illuminated by the Xe lamp (i.e., the photocurrent has positive values), which implies that the 
electrode presents a n-type behaviour. This n-type character is further confirmed by the sign 
of the open circuit voltage change recorded during illumination of the electrodes (see Figure 
S14 in the SI) and is in agreement with the n-type behaviour reported in TiO2 [49]. The 
spectral dependence of the photocurrent has been investigated by using optical filters, which 
allow determining the band gap of the inner TiOx layer. The dependence of the photocurrent 
as a function of the maximum energy of incident photons can be seen in Figure S13 in the 
SI. It can be seen that photocurrents are observed only for photon energies higher than 3.1(2) 
eV, thus indicating that this is the band gap energy (Eg) of the TiOx layer. This value is in 
good accordance with reported band gaps of several titanium oxides, such as TiO, Ti2O3 and 
TiO2 [50].   
In order to characterize the interface of the Ti-BCN samples and the electrolyte, 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements have been done. These 
measurements allow to determine the flat band potential (EFB), that is the potential that must 
be applied to the electrode to achieve flat bands over the electrode-electrolyte interface. EFB 
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has been determined from the space charge layer capacitance, Csc, which is in turn obtained 
from the imaginary part of the impedance (Zim) [18,20]. Zim has been measured by AC 
modulated cyclic voltage scans from −2.0 V to 1.0 V (vs. NHE) at different frequencies in 
the frequency range from 100 Hz to 1000 Hz. Then, the relationship between Csc and EFB is 




= ( 2𝜀𝜀0𝐴2𝑒𝑁𝐷)(𝐸 ― 𝐸𝐹𝐵 ―
𝑘𝐵𝑇
𝑒 )
where ε is the dielectric constant of the electrode, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, A is the 
area of the electrode, e is the charge of the electron, ND is the density of donors, E is the 
applied electrode potential, kB is Boltzmann′s constant and T is the absolute temperature. The 
term kBT/e in equation (3) can be neglected because it is very low as compared to E-EFB. 
Figure 4e shows the Mott-Schottky plot at three different representative frequencies. A flat 
band potential value of -0.34(2) V (vs. RHE) has been obtained, both in Ti-BCN samples 
(Figure 4e) and in bare Ti substrates (Figure S15 in the SI). EFB depends on the pH of the 
solution in oxide semiconductors according to [51]: 
 (3)𝐸𝐹𝐵 = 𝐸0𝐹𝐵 ―0.059 ∙ 𝑝𝐻
where EFB0 is the flat band potential at pH=0. In order to compare flat band potentials 
obtained in different electrolytes, EFB0 values must be considered. In practice, EFB0 values 
referenced to the NHE scale are the same than EFB values referenced to the RHE scale. In 
fact, the RHE scale is usually employed to fix EFB values because pH dependence of the flat 
band potential of the oxide can be neglected (pH dependence for both the flat band potential 
of the oxide and RHE are 59 mV/pH). 
Then EFB can be also referenced to the vacuum level, by taking into account the relationship 
of the reference electrode potentials and the absolute electrode potential [52]. This can be 
used to find the position of the Fermi level (EF) with respect to the vacuum level. In n-type 
semiconductors, which is the case in the present samples, the Fermi level is close to the 
conduction band (CB). In fact, the difference between the CB energy level (ECB) and EF lies 
between 0.1-0.4 eV, depending on the conductivity of the oxide electrode [53] (that 
difference decreases by increasing the conductivity). In turn, the conductivity of the layer 
depends on the density of donors (the conductivity increases with ND). The density of donors 
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estimated from the slope of Mott-Schottky plots recorded at 1 kHz in the present TiOx layers 
range between 21017-1018 cm-3, depending on the value of the dielectric constant used (we 
estimated that  values range between = 55 characteristic of anatase-TiO2 [54] and = 170 
characteristic of rutile-TiO2 [55]). The estimated values for the density of donors are similar 
to these reported in several semiconductors, including TiO2 [56].
On the other hand, by using the bandgap value determined from the measurement of the 
spectral response of the photocurrents and photo-potentials (Figures S13 and S14 in the SI), 
the position of the valence band (VB) can be obtained. Figure 4f shows the position of the 
VB and CB energy levels of the present Ti-BCN samples with respect to the vacuum level, 
together with the energy positions of the reduction and oxidation potentials of water at pH=0.
An independent way to find the position of the CB level is by using the semiempirical 
relationship between ECB and Eg, which has been proved to be valid both in bulk [53] and 
ultrathin film oxides [57]:
            (4)𝐸𝐶𝐵(𝑉 𝑣𝑠 𝑅𝐻𝐸) = 1.23 ―
𝐸𝑔
2
The position of the CB band level calculated using the Eg value obtained from the spectral 
dependence of the photocurrents and equation (4) is plotted in Figure 4f (violet dot). It can 
be seen that this CB level is in agreement with the value of EFB obtained by EIS 
measurements.
According to Figure 4f, it is concluded that the position of TiOx energy bands in Ti-BCN 
samples is suitable for water dissociation. This result is in agreement with the reported energy 
levels of TiO2 samples [58]. It must be emphasized that the growth of B-C-N layers on the 
surface of the Ti substrates does not change either the value of Efb or the bandgap of TiOx 
and thus does not alter the position of the VB and CB in this material. Therefore, the 
photochemical properties of TiOx are not altered by growing the B-C-N layers on top. Instead 
of that, the B-C-N layers have a positive impact on the photo-electrochemical response of 
TiOx, by improving the electrocatalytic activity of the electrodes for the OER, while 
preserving the photochemical properties. This result may open interesting possibilities for 
improving photo-electrochemical devices used for water splitting. Precious catalysts like Pt 
islands/nanoparticles are usually deposited on top of the photocatalysts like TiO2 to facilitate 
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the OER reaction. The present results demonstrate that ultrathin transparent B-C-N layers 
with good electrocatalytic properties for the OER can be easily grown on top of TiOx. This 
may lead to a higher interface area with the electrolyte thus improving the overall OER 
reaction as compared to the use of small metal islands along with a significant reduction in 
the cost of raw materials. 
4. Conclusions
The growth of ultrathin B-C-N layers on Ti substrates has been investigated using different 
synthetic methods. Conventional CVD route at 800-1000 ºC gives rise to the formation of a 
rutile-TiO2 layer that impedes the growth of B-C-N layers on top. On the contrary, the use of 
plasma-enhanced CVD allows the formation of different B-C-N structures depending on the 
growth time. Planar B-C-N ultrathin layers have been obtained by this method for short time 
growth conditions. These layers are grown on top of a thin amorphous titanium oxide layer 
that is formed on the Ti substrate, due to the unavoidable presence of oxygen traces. 
Increasing growth time produces vertical wall core/shell structures formed by B-C-N and 
titanium carbonitride phases. The analysis of the chemical composition and bonding scheme 
of B-C-N layers by XPS characterizations revealed that these are formed by C and h-BN rich 
nanodomains with high doping levels of B and N and of C, respectively. This highly 
heterogeneous bonding scheme give rise to enhanced electrocatalytic properties of the 
obtained layers for the oxygen evolution reaction in alkaline aqueous solutions. Cycling 
stability tests and quantitative analyses of the evolved gases indicate that the Faradaic 
efficiency of these electrodes for the OER is close to 100 %. Moreover, it has been observed 
that the ultrathin B-C-N layers grown on titanium oxide layer act as transparent electrodes 
with high conductivity for the photogenerated charge carriers, thus preserving the 
photocurrents of the underlying titanium oxide layer, while improving the surface 
electrocatalytic activity for the oxidation of water to oxygen gas. The present results may 
have important applications in the development of metal-free photochemical water splitting 
devices.
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